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Tergivelum baldwinae, a benthic acorn worm’s population 
densities over time & behavior
By: Victoria Assad
Image Credit: MBARI





Station M Location off Central California
Image Credits: Smith Lab
Station M Instrumentation
What is already known?
Image Credit: Anderson et al., 2001
• Fossil record suggests 
environmental 
conditions may have 
influence
Theories: 
1. Nutrient rich areas 
specific patterns




1. There is a correlation between 
food supply and T. baldwinae 
behavioral patterns
2. There is a correlation between T. 
baldwinae body size and it’s 
behavioral patterns
3. Do T. baldwinae population 
densities change as a result of 
food supply? 
2. Is there a correlation between 
T. baldwinae body size and it’s 
behavioral patterns? 
1. Is there a correlation between 
food supply and T. baldwinae 
behavioral patterns?
3. Population densities are 
increasing as a result of 
increasing food supply






Average Body Size vs. Type of Path
P=0.458Significance Level: 
α = 0.05
Detrital Cover vs. Type of Path
P=0.8377Significance Level: 
α = 0.05


















Conclusions & Broader Impacts
• Conclusions: 
– No significant correlations in behavior
– Short-term: increased detrital cover is followed by 
increase in population densities
– Long-term: increased POC flux is followed by increase 
in population densities
• Greater understanding of anthropogenic 
influences on the deep-sea 
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Questions?
Additional Images
Large numbers of sea cucumbers in November 2012 after a large food pulse. 
Image Credit: ROV Doc Ricketts
Image Credit: Smith Lab
Additional Images
Image Credit: MBARI Image Credit: Thiel 1979
Spiral Trail Switchback Trail
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From year with lowest density (≠0, 1995) to highest density (2017) there was a 490,758.59% change increase.
Additional Images
Deployment (“Pulse”) Start Date Finish Date
Pulse 58 May 24th, 2011 November 18th, 2011
Pulse 59 November 19th, 2011 June 11th, 2012
Pulse 62 June 16th, 2013 January 19th, 2014
Pulse 63 April 07th, 2014 October 13th, 2014
Pulse 64 October 14th, 2014 June 21st, 2015
Pulse 65 June 22nd, 2015 November 07th, 2015
Pulse 66 November 08th, 2015 June 14th, 2016
Pulse 67 November 09th, 2016 March 22nd, 2017
Pulse 68 March 24th, 2017 November 14th, 2017
Deployment Dates
Additional Images
